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N A T U R A L SYMPLECTIC S T R U C T U R E S 
O N T H E T A N G E N T B U N D L E OF A S P A C E - T I M E 

JOSEF JANYSKA 

ABSTRACT. All symplectic 2-forms naturally induced by the metric and a torsion free 
connection on the tangent bundle of a pseudo-Riemannian manifold are described. It 
is proved that the family of natural symplectic forms depends on a smooth real func
tion and that all natural symplectic forms on the tangent bundle are pull-backs of the 
canonical symplectic form on the cotangent bundle with respect to diffeomorphisms 
naturally induced by the metric. 

Introduction 

In this paper we use the term "natural operator" in the sense of [5], [7], [11]. Namely, 
a natural operator is defined to be a system of local operators AM - C°°(FM) —> 
C°°(GM), such that AN(f£s) = / £ - 4 M ( S ) for any section (s : M -+ FM) G C°°(FM) 
and any (local) diffeomorphism / : M —> IV, where F, G are two natural bundles, [8]. 
A natural operator is said to be of order r if, for all sections s,q £ C°°(FM) and every 
point x G M, the condition jxs = jxq implies AMS(X) = AMq(x)- Then we have the 
induced natural transformation AM • JrFM —> GM such that AM(S) = AM(JTS), for 
all s G C°°(FM). It is well known, that the correspondence between natural operators 
of order r and the induced natural transformations is bijective. In this paper by natural 
operators we mean the corresponding natural transformations. Briefly speaking, a 
natural operator is a fibred manifold mapping which is invariant with respect to local 
diffeomorphisms of the underlying manifold. 

In general relativistic classical theories a distinguished role is played by symplectic 
2-forms, which are induced from the space-time metric and connection. In fact, such 
forms can be used to describe basic structures of space-time itself and to formulate 
classical mechanics. Moreover, the quantization procedure, [10], [12], can be based 
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on the choice of a symplectic 2-form on the background classical space-time and it is 
reasonable to take just one of the above 2-forms for this purpose. Of course, different 
choices would lead to different quantum theories; so, it is important to know whether 
the space-time metric and connection yield naturally a unique 2-form or not. In this 
paper we discuss the Einstein theory which is the most important general relativistic 
classical theory; it is based on a 4-dimensional manifold endowed with a Lorentz metric. 

It is well known that a pseudo-Riemannian metric on M yields naturally a symplectic 
2-form on the tangent space TM defined by fl(g) — ddvh, where h(u) = ^g(u,u) £ 
C°°(TM) and dv is the vertical differential, [1]. More generally, if a connection T on 
TM is given, then we can construct on TM a 2-form 0>(g, T) which is called the lift of 
g with respect to T to 2-forms on TM. These distinguished 2-forms are natural, but 
they are not the only natural ones. We describe all natural 2-forms on TM derived 
from g and a linear connection V and we express the conditions by which the 2-forms 
are closed and symplectic. In geometric quantization , [10], [12], a distinguished role 
is played by the canonical symplectic 2-form on the cotangent bundle of a manifold. 
We shall show that all natural symplectic 2-forms on the tangent bundle of a pseudo-
Riemannian manifold are pull-backs of the canonical symplectic form on the cotangent 
bundle with respect to diffeomorphisms naturally induced by the metric. 

In this paper M is a differentiable manifold with a pseudo-Riemannian metric g. Let 
(x%) be a typical local chart on M, then (9 t) and (dl) denote the canonical local bases 
of modules of vector fields and forms on M. In classical general relativistic theories 
d i m M = 4 and g is a Lorentz metric, but it is not relevant for our purposes; our 
considerations are correct for non-orientable manifolds if dim M > 2 and for orientable 
manifolds if dim M > 4. 

We consider the tangent bundle KM • TM —*• M of M. The natural fibred coordinates 
are denoted by (x\xl) and the canonical local bases of modules of vector fields and 
forms on TM by (d,-,<9,) and (d\dx). 

All manifolsds and mappings are assumed to be smooth. 

1. Invariant functions on xkTM 

1.1. Lemma. Let us consider the standard tensor action of the group SO(p,n — 

p, M) on Mn. Maximal dimension of orbits in xkMn is 

i) k n - ^ fork<n-2, 

") ^ fork>n-l. 

Proof. Let (ua) £ xkMn. The dimension of the stability subgroup of (ua) is ("j J» 
where d is number of linearly independent vectors in (ua) and d < (n — 2). For 
d > (n — 2) the dimension of the stability group is equal to 0. The dimension of the 
orbit passing through (ua) is 

d\mSO(p, n — p, M) — dim(stability subgroup of ua). 

Hence in generic points, where the number of independent vectors in (ua) is maximal, 
we get our Lemma 1.1. • 
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1.2. Lemma. Let us consider on Mn the canonical pseudo-Riemannian metric 

SO(p,n — p,M)-equivariant functions on xkMn are of the form 

f(g(ua,Ub)), a,b=l,...,k,a<b, 

where f is a function of ' * ' variables. Moreover, for k < n, g(ua,Ub) form a 
functional base. 

Proof. The Lie algebra of fundamental vector fields on Mn, given by the action of 
SO(p, n — p,M) on Mn, is generated by vector fields 

$ = ^Ihi + XJ~d?' i=h---,n,j = l,...,p,i^j, 

(> = xidJ-xJd?> *.i = p + i - - . » . ^ i . 

SO(p,n — p, iR)-equivariant functions / on xkMn are then solutions of the following 
homogeneous system of 1st order partial differential equations, [9], 

(i.i) E(c;)./ = o. 
a = l 

By [9] a functional base of solutions of the system (1.1) has (nk — d) functionally 

independent solutions, where d is maximal dimension of orbits of the action of SO(p, n— 

p,M) on xkMn. If k < n, then by Lemma 1.1 such a base consits of *-££• functionally 

independent solutions. For k > n we have nk—n ~n functionally independent solutions. 

It is easy to see that ^-^- functions 

P n 

(1.2) g(Ua,Ub) = J2XaXb- 52 XaXb) a, 6 = 1, . . . , &, 0 < 6 , 
»=1 j=p+l 

are solutions of the system (1.1). For k < n (1.2) constitutes a functional base of 
SO(p,n — p,iR)-equivariant functions on xkMn. For k > n (1.2) are functionally 
dependent and we can choose nk — !L-p- functionally independent solutions which 
constitute a functional base of SO(p,n — p, M)-equivariant functions on xkMn. • 

1.3. E x a m p l e . Let us consider n = 2, k = 3 and the group S0(2,M). Let us 
consider a generic element (x,y,z) G x3M2, (x,y,z) ^ (0,0,0). By Lemma 1.2 

g(x,x) ,g(y,y) ,g(^,z) ,g(x,y) ,g(x,z) ,g(y,z) 

constitute a system of generators of SO(2, iR)-equivariant functions on x3iR2 and every 
5 functions of this system form a functional base. For instance, it is easy to see that 

(1.3) g(y,z) = 

g(x, y)g(x, z) ± ,Jg(x, x)g(y, y) - (g(x, У~)Ӯ\/g(x, x)g{z, z) - (g(x, z~)ӯ 

g(x,x) 
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1.4. As a direct consequence of Lemma 1.2 we have 

Theorem. Let (M,g) be a pseudo-Riemannian manifold. All invariant functions 
on pRm(M) xk TM are of the form 

(1.4) fi(g(u<x,Ub)), a,b=l,...,k, a <b, 

where f is a function of * * ' variables. 

Proof. This follows from the equivalence between invariant functions of the type f(g, ua) 
and functions of the type f(ua) invariant with respect to ^-isomorphisms. The cor
responding SO(p,n — p, ^?)-equivariant functions on the standard fibre xkMn are de
scribed in Lemma 1.2. . • 

2. Natural F-metrics 

2 . 1 . R i e m a n n i a n case . In what follows we shall use natural F-metrics which 
were defined by Kowalski and Sekizawa, [6], as natural operators from pRm x T to T* ® 
T*. Kowalski and Sekizawa completely classified all natural F-metrics for Riemannian 
metrics. We recall the original classification theorem by Kowalski and Sekizawa for 
sufficiently high dimensions. 

Theorem. Let (M,g) be an oriented Riemannian manifold of dimension n > 4. 
Then all natural F-metrics on M derived from g are symmetric and are of the form 

(2.1) MLv) = ri\W\\2Mt,v) + H\M\2Mt,uMri,u) 
u G TXMj where u,v are arbitrary functions defined on M+ U {0}. • 

2.2. Pseudo-Riemannian case . Now we shall prove Theorem 2.1 for a pseudo-
Riemannian manifold. 

Theorem. Let (M,g) be an oriented pseudo-Riemannian manifold of dimension 
> 4. Then all natural F-metrics are of the form 

(2.2) pu(i, n) = u(h(u))gx(t, rj) + v(h(u))gx(Z, u)gx(rf, u), 

u G TXM, where u,v are arbitrary real functions. 

Proof. Natural F-metrics on M can be expressed as natural operators 

pRm(M) xTMxTM xTM-+M xM 
M M M 

which are linear in the last two summands. This is equivalent with natural operators 
fcomTMxTMxTM to MxM invariant with respect to ^-isomorphisms. Let f(u,^,rj) 

M M 

is a corresponding SO(p, n — p, JR)-equivariant function on the standard fibre. Then, 
by Lemma 1.2, / is a function of 

g(u,u), g(u,£), g(u,n), g(£,£) ,g(t,rj) ,g(r},r}). 

From linearity in £ and n we get that unique bilinear functions are combinations of 
g((,rj) and g(u,€)g(u,r]), where as coefficients stand real functions of g(u,u). • 
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2.3. Remark . In Theorem 2.2 we have supposed dimM > 4. For dimM < 3 the 
result depends also on the signature of the metric. For instance, for dimM = 2 and 
the signature (2,0), we get by Lemma 1.2 further, linear in £, solution of (1.1) 

(2.3) g(u, J() = Jg(uyu)9(U)-(9(u,0)2, 

where J is the canonical complex structure on M2. (2.3) and (1.4) implies 

9(u, J£)g(u, Jrj) = g(u, ()g(u, rj) - g(u, u)g((, n). 

Then all bilinear functions are combinations of 

9(^11), 9(u,£)g(u,r}), g(u,£)g(u,Jr)), g(u,J£)g(u,r}), 

where as coefficients stand functions of g(u,u). By using the symmetrization and the 
antisymmetrization we obtain the classification theorem by Kowalski and Sekizawa in 
dimension 2. 

3. Natural 2-forms on TM generated by g and T 

3 .1 . Canonica l symplec t i c form. The canonical symplectic 2-form on TM is 
defined by the formula 

(3.1) n(g) = ddvh 

with coordinate expression 

(3.2) Sl(g) = ddvh = digmji™^ A dj - g{jd
{ A dj. 

In what follows we shall write gjk,i instead of digjk> 

3.2. 2-form Ct(g, T). A linear connection T can be characterized by the TM-
valued 1-form 

ur : TM -» T T M ® TM 
TM 

with coordinate expression 

(3.3) vr = (<r-r)ki
kdi)®di. 

The projection 
TTTM : TTM -> T M 

can be considered as the canonical TM-valued 1-form 

<J:TM-> T*TM ® TM 
TM 

with coordinate expression 

(3.4) a = 6)dj ® di. 

The lift il(g, T) of the metric g with respect to a linear connection T to 2-forms on 
TM. is then defined as 

(3.5) n(g, T) = uvAa : TM -* A2T*TM, 
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where A denotes the wedge product followed by the contraction through the metric g. 
In coordinates we have 

(3.6) Sl(g, T) = gmi(dT - Y?kx
k <?) A <*»' = gmiT™kx

k d{ A dj - gij(f A $ . 

3.3. Remark . Maximal rank of g implies that 

is a volume form on T M , i.e., that 0,(g, V) is non-degenerate. 

3.4. Horizontal lift. The 2-form £l(g, T) can be defined by another construction, 
[2]. Let us consider two vector fields £, n on M and denote by £H the horizontal lift of £ 
with respect to V and by £v the vertical lift of £ on TM. Then fi(<7, V) is characterized 

by 

П(9,mH,ПH) = 0, П(g,Г)((ң,П

v) = -g^rj), 

n(g,mv,riн) = 9(v,0, n(g,mv,vv) = o. 
In [2] such construction is called the horizontal lift of g with respect to T to 2-forms 

on TM. 

3.5. Remark . If V is the Levi-Civita connection on M, induced by the metric </, 
then it is easy to see that the coordinate expressions (3.2) and (3.6) coincide, i.e., the 
lift £)(<7, T) of g with respect to the Levi-Civita connection is the canonical symplectic 
form on TM. 

4. Classification of natural 2-forms generated by g and Y 

4 . 1 . From the viewpoint of natural geometry the canonical symplectic form de
scribed above is a natural operator from Jl(pRm(M)) xM TM to A2T*(TM) over the 
identity of TM. In [3] the following theorem was proved 

Theorem. Let (M,g) be an oriented pseudo-Riemannian manifold of dimension 
> 4. Then all natural operators from Jl(pRm(M)) xMTM to A2T*(TM) over the 
identity ofTM are horizontal lifts of natural F-metrics with respect to the Levi-Civita 
connection. • 

4.2. Now let us consider CTM —• M the bundle of torsion free linear connections 
on T M , then the construction of Fl(g, T) defined above is a natural operator from 
pRm(M) xM CTM xM TM to A2T*(TM) over the identity of TM. By a simple 
modification of Theorem 4.1 we have 

Theorem. Let (M,g) be an oriented pseudo-Riemannian manifold of dimension 
> 4. Then all natural operators from pRm(M)) xM CTM xM TM to A2T*(TM) over 
the identity ofTM are horizontal lifts of natural F-metrics with respect to connections. 

a 
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4.3. Remark . The horizontal lift J7(/?, T) of a natural F-metric /? with respect to 
a linear connection F to 2-forms on TM can be viewed in two different ways. The 
2-form ft(/J, T) can be defined by (3.5), where A is the wedge product followed by the 
contraction through /?, or equivalently by (3.7), where /? stands by g. 

4.4. Remark . In Theorem 4.2 we have supposed T to be torsion free. This con
dition is essential. For connections with torsion we would obtain, instead of natural 
F-metrics, (0,2)-tensors which depend also on the torsion tensor of V. 

4.5. We can give another geometrical description of ft(/3, T) which will be very 
useful in our considerations. Let cj> : TM —> ArT*TM ®TM TM and i/> : TM —> 
AST*TM ®TM TM be two TM-valued forms on TM. Then a metric g on M (possibly 
also degenerate) admits two natural constructions of (r + ,s)-forms on TM. 

For any vector fields E i , . . . , H r + 3 on TM, u G TM, we define (f)At}) : TM —> 
A ' + T T M b y 

(4.1) WAiP)u(~u...,~r+s) = 

= i n r J2 W\ 9W^a(i)y...,^(0), ^(Ealr+1),...,za{r+s))) 

and <t>Ail> : TM -> Ar+ST*TM by 

(4.2) ( ^ ) t t ( S 1 > . . . , S r + . ) = 

= IjTT S ^ ^ ( ^ ( ^ ( l ) , . . . , ^ ) ) , ^ ) ^ ^ ^ ^ ! ) , . . . , ^ ^ , ) ) , ^ ) . 
r'3- <resr+, 

Then (2.2) implies 
(4.3) ft(/3, T) = u(h(u))vrAa + i/(h{u))vrA<r 

and Theorem 4.2 can be reformulated as 

Theorem. All natural operators from pRm(M) xM CTM xM TM to A2T*(TM) 
over the identity of TM are of the form 

u(h(u))i/rAa + u(h(u))i/rAa, 

where fi,i/ are arbitrary smooth functions of one real variable. • 

5. Conditions for ii(/3,T) to be symplectic 

5.1. Covariant exterior differential. Now we describe the conditions for J7(/3, T) 
to be symplectic for a general F-metric /? given by (2.2). We shall use the covariant 
exterior differential dp of vector-valued forms along morphisms with respect to a linear 
connection T, [5]. 

The metric g can be considered to be a T*M-valued 1-form on M which will be 
denoted by g to distinguish it from the metric. Then, by [5], 

(5.1) drg(t,r,)(0 = (Vtffo) - Vvg(0 - g([t,l]))(Q • 
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5.2. In [4] the following Theorem was proved. 

Theorem. Let T be a linear connection on M. Then fi(/?, T) is a symplectic form 
on TM if and only if 

(5.2) P(g, u)(£, V) = /.(/.(«))</,(£, 1) + ^ ^ W , u ) ^ > u)> 

£,rj,u G TXM, where the real smooth function fi satisfies 

(5.3) / . ( . ) ? -0 , A»(0 + 2 * - ^ - ? - 0 

/or a//1 € M. Moreover g and F have to satisfy 

(5.4) * </rg = 0, 

(5.5) g{v,u)Vtg-g{t,u)Vr,9 = Q. 

• 
5.3. Geometric meaning of condition (5.4) is described in the following 

Lemma. Let V be a linear connection on M. The following three conditions are 
equivalent: 

i) drg = 0. 
ii) The forms Vt(g,Y) and ddvh coincide. 
iii) fi(#, r ) is a symplectic form on TM. 

Proof. It is easy to prove this lemma by using coordinate expressions. By (5.1) the 
coordinate expression of drg = 0 is 

(5.6) gkitj - gkj,i + gmi^Tj - 9mj^Z = 0 

which is equivalent to the fact that the coordinate expressions (3.2) for ddvh and (3.6) 
for fi(<l, T) coincide and from (3.6) it is also equivalent to dVt(g, V) = 0. • 

5.4. Remark. Let us remark that the condition drg = 0 does not imply T to be 
the Levi-Civita connection, but implies that the symplectic form generated by g and 
T coincides with the canonical symplectic form generated by g. 

5.5. In Lemma 5.3 we have described the geometrical meaning of condition (5.4). 
Similarly for condition (5.5) we have 

Lemma. Let T be a linear connection on M. The following two conditions are 
equivalent: 

i) 9(rJiu)^C9 — #(£> u)^v9 — 0 for any u € TM and anV vector fields £,rj on M. 
ii) The forms dh A dvh and z/r/Ao" coincide. 

Proof. Let (, rj be two vector fields on M, £v is the vertical lift and £H is the horizontal 
lift (with respect to T) of £ to TM. Then (dh A_dvh)u((

v,rjv) = 0 = (vrA<r)u(Z
v,r)V) 

and (dh A dvh)u(£
H,rjv) = -g(ri,u)g(t,u) = {vrA<r)u{tH,VV). Finally, 

(5.7) (dh A dvh)u{£H, rjH) = g(rj, u)Vi9(u, u) - g(£, u)Vvg{u, u), 

while (vrAcr)u((
H\vH) = 0 which proves Lemma 5.5. • 
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5.6. Remark. If T is the Levi-Civita connection for g, then conditions (5.4) and 
(5.5) are satisfied in the canonical way. Hence the lift of a natural F-metric /? with 
respect to the Levi-Civita connection to 2-forms on TM is a symplectic form if and 
only if /? is given by (5.2), where (5.3) is satisfied. The most simple example of the 
function // satisfying (5.3) is fi(t) = C ^ 0. A non trivial example is for instance 

u(t) = t2 + c, 0 < c e M. 

Hence the pseudo-Riemannian metric on M induces naturally on TM a family of 
symplectic forms and this family depends on one smooth real function satisfying (5.3). 

5.7. Theorem. Let T be a linear connection on M and /i a real function such that 

(5.8) fl(/?, T) = fi(h(u))jyrAa + ^ ^ K r A a 
at 

is a symplectic form, then fl(/3, Y) = da, where a = fi(h(u))dvh. 

Proof Theorem 5.2 implies that £l(/3, Y) is a symplectic form if and only if fx satisfies 
(5.3) and g is related with T by conditions (5.4) and (5.5). (5.4) and Lemma 5.3 imply 
i/pAa = ddvh and (5.5) and Lemma 5.5 imply 7/rAcr = dh A dvh which prove Theorem 
5.7. • 

5.8. Remark. Theorem 5.3 and Theorem 5.7 imply that any symplectic form on 
TM naturally induced by g and Y is in fact independent of Y and coincides with a 
symplectic form naturally induced by g only (by g and the Levi-Civita connection for 
g). Hence all natural symplectic forms on TM generated by g and Y are decsribed in 
Remark 5.6. From Theorem 5.7 it follows that for any natural symplectic form there 
exists a natural (global) symplectic potential a, namely $7 = da, where a = fi(h(u))dvh. 

6. Relations with T*M 

In this section we describe the relations between natural symplectic structures on TM 
described above and the canonical symplectic structure on T*M. 

6.1. Canonical symplect ic form on T*M. Let qM : T*M —> M be the cotan
gent bundle of the space-time (M,g). On T*M we have the canonical (natural) sym
plectic 2-form LO given by the exterior differential of the Liouville 1-form 6. 

In the natural coordinate chart (xl,Xi) on T*M we have 

(6.1) 6 = xid
i, u = diAdi. 

6.2. The metric g induce the canonical fibred diffeomorphism g^ : TM —• T*M 
over M by gh(u) = g(-,u). In coordinates (gb(u))i = gijU1. 

Then we have 

(6.2) dvh = (g
hye 

and 

(6.3) n(9) = ddvh = d((g
hye) = (ghyuj. 
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6.3. L e m m a . All fibred manifold morphisms TM —> T*M over M naturally in

duced by the metric g are of the form 

(6.4) ^(h(u))g\u), 

where fi is a function on M. 

Proof. It is a direct consequence of Theorem 1.4. • 

6.4. Now we can obtain the relations between the canonical symplectic 2-form on 
T*M and all natural symplectic 2-forms on TM. 

Theorem. Any natural symplectic 2-form on TM naturally induced by g and a 

torsion free linear connection is obtained by the pull-back of the canonical symplectic 

2-form on T*M with respect the fibred morphism p,$. where a real function \x satisfies 

the conditions 

/.(*)?-0, /.(«) + 2*-^-- .0 

for any t £ M. 

Proof. The pull-back of the canonical symplectic form with respect to the morphism 
(6.3) is the form (5.8) which is a symplectic form on TM if and inly if (5.3) is satisfied. 
Theorem 5.7 then implies Theorem 6.4. • 
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C O N N E C T I O N S I N F I R S T P R I N C I P A L P R O L O N G A T I O N S 

Ivan Kolaf, George Virsik 

Abstract. We introduce the conjugate connection of a connection A in the first 
principal prolongation WlP of a principal bundle P —> M, and study the torsion of 
A. Next we determine all gauge-natural operators transforming a connection in P 
and a linear symmetric connection on M into a connection in WlP. Finally we relate 
these results to general connections induced in the first jet prolongation of a fiber 
bundle associated to P. 

K e y w o r d s . Conjugate connection, torsion, first principal prolongation, first jet pro
longation, gauge-natural operator A M S Classification. 53 C 05, 58 A 20 

The basic ideas of the theory of principal prolongations of principal bundles were 
introduced by C. Ehresmann in groupoid form, [3]. A crucial part of this theory is 
the fact that the r-th order jet prolongation JrE of a fiber bundle E associated to a 
principal bundle P is associated to the r-th principal prolongation WrP of P , [12], 
[14], [17]. The fundamental role of WrP in the theory of gauge-natural bundles and 
operators was observed by D. J. Eck, [2], and further studied in [12]. Moreover, there 
is a canonical inclusion PrM C W1(Pr~1M) of the r-th order frame bundle PrM of 
a manifold M into the first principal prolongation of the (r — l)-st order frame bundle 
of M . In this sense WlP is a useful recurrence model for higher order differential 
geometry, see [8], [9], [16]. 

In the introductory section of the paper we summarize some basic facts about W1 P 

and connections in WlP. Note that connections in WlP correspond to second order 
total connections in P in the language of [19]. Next the conjugate connection of a 
connection A in WlP is introduced and the torsion of A is studied systematically. In 
Section 4 we determine all gauge-natural operators transforming a connection in P 

and a linear symmetric connection on the base manifold into a connection in WlP. 

Our list clarifies some further aspects of the geometry of connections in WlP. The last 
section discusses some basic properties of general connections induced in associated 
fiber bundles. 

All manifolds and maps are assumed to be infinitely differentiable. 
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1. Prel iminaries . Given a principal bundle P(M,G) with structure group G, the 
connection bundle QP —• M of P can be defined as a factor bundle QP = J1P/G, 
where JlP is the first jet prolongation of P. This is an affine bundle with the modelling 
vector bundle LP ® T*M, LP denoting the adjoint bundle, i.e. the vector bundle 
associated to P with respect to the adjoint action of G on its Lie algebra g, [12]. A 
connection T in P is defined either as a right-invariant section r : P —> JlP or as a 
section T : M —• QP. The difference of two connections on P is a tensor field of type 
LP ® T*M. 

Write m = dimM. The first principal prolongation WlP of P is the space of all 
1-jets at (0, e) € Rm x G, of local principal bundle isomorphisms Rm x G —> P, 
where e is the unit of G. It follows that WlP is a principal bundle over M, the 
structure group of which is TVmG = W^R™ x G), where both the multiplication in 
W^G and the right action of VVmG on WXP are defined by jet composition. In the 
special case when G = {e}, we obtain the first order frame bundle PlM(M,G]n) of 
M. One finds easily that the fibered manifold WlP —> M coincides with the fibered 
product WlP = PlM xM JXP over M, [12]. If T^G = Jl(Rm, G) is the group of all 
(l,ra)-velocities on G, then TVmG coincides with the semidirect product Gm x T^G 
with respect to the jet action of Gm on T^G. We have two canonical principal bundle 
morphisms p\ : W*P —• PlM and p2 : WlP —* P . In particular, every connection A 
in WlP gives rise to underlying connections p\ A in PXM and p2A in P. 

We recall a construction transforming every pair of connections F : P —> JXP and 
A : PlM - • J1P1M into a connection p(I\ A) in WlP, [7]. Define 

(1) R(T) = {(u,T(v)), (u,v) e PlM xM P) • 

We have an injection i : G —• T^G, g »—• j^g, where g stands for the constant map of 
Rm into g eG. One finds easily that R(T) is a reduction of WlP to G^x^G) C W^G, 
[8]. Hence (1) identifies R(T) with PXM XM P- Thus the product connection A x T 
on PlM XM P is identified with a connection in -R(r) and the latter connection is 
uniquely extended into a connection p(T, A) in WlP (see [19] for the groupoid form 
of this construction). Clearly, p\(p(T, A)) = A and p2(p(T,A)) = T. 

The projections p\ and p2 give rise to projections LWlP ® T*M —* LPXM ® 

T*M = TM®®T*M and L W ^ O ^ M -> LP®T*M. The common kernel of these 
2 

projections is LP ® ®T*M, [10], Write C°°Y for the set of all sections of a fibered 
manifold Y —• M. 

Propos i t ion 1. Connections in WlP axe in bijection with triples (T,A,D), where 

T € C^QP), A e C°°(QPlM) and D e C°°(LP ® ®T*M). 

Proof. For A G C°°(QWlP) set T = p2A, A = p2A and D = A - p(p2A,ptA). 
• 

2 

The factor T*M ® T^M gives rise to an exchange map ex : LP ® ®T*M —» 
2 , . ~ 

L P ® ®T*M. Thus, if we replace A by the classical conjugate connection A and D by 
ex o D, we obtain an involutive operation on connections in WlP. The next section 
deals with this involution in more detail. 
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2. Conjugat ion of connect ions in WXP. Consider a connection A in WXP in the 
form A : WlP -* J\WlP) = JlPlM xM JlJxP. Let f3 : J*P -> P be the target 
jet projection. On JlJlP = Jl(JlP —> M) we have both the target jet projection 
/?i : J 1 J X P -v J X P and the first jet prolongation J1/? : JlJlP -> J a P of /?. The 
subset J 2 P C JlJxP of all elements U satisfying f$\(U) = J1 j3(U) is called the second 
semiholonomic prolongation of P . There is an induced action of G on J2P and the 
factor bundle Q2P = J2P/G is said to be the bundle of second order semiholonomic 
connections in P , [5]. This is an affine bundle over QP with the modelling vector 

2 

bundle LP®®T*M. A section E of Q2P —• M is called a second order semiholonomic 
connection in P . Equivalently, E can be considered as a right-invariant section P —» 
J 2 P . 

Let T = I>2---*- For (u,v) G P*M XjifPwe can construct the second projection 

(2) pr 2 A(u,r ( t / ) ) G J 1 J ^ . 

By [8], (2) lies in J2P and is independent of u. Hence (2) defines a map /x(A) : P —> 
J 2 P , which is a second order semiholonomic connection. Conversely, if E : P —> J2P 
is a second order semiholonomic connection in P over r : P —> J * P and A : P * M —» 
J1P1M is a connection in PlM, then the rule 

(3) («,t;) .->(A(u).E(tO) 

defines a right-invariant section R(T) —> J 1 W 1 P , which is uniquely extended into a 
connection (E, A) in WlP. This proves 

Propos i t ion 2. The map A i-* (^ (A) ,p iA) establishes a bijection between connec
tions in WlP and pairs consisting of a second order semiholonomic connection in P 
and a classical linear connection on M. 

The groupoid form of this result is Proposition 1 of [19]. 
J. Pradines introduced a canonical involution K of semiholonomic 2-jets, [15]. In 

particular, Kp : J2P —* J2P is a fibered manifold morphism over the identity of J1 P. 
We recall that A denotes the classical conjugate connection to A G C°°QP1M. 

Definit ion 1. If A = (E, A) is a connection in W 1 P , then A = (KP O E, A) is called 
the conjugate connection of A. 

Note that we could have made a more subtle distinction: If A = (E,A) , then 
(KP O E, A) can be said to be the partially 1-conjugate connection of A, while (E, A) 
can be called the partially 2-conjugate connection of A. 

Next we shall show that this definition of A coincides with the one outlined at 
the end of Section 1. For every connection T : P —• JlP, we can construct the 
jet prolongation JlY : JlP -> JlJlP. The values of V = JlT o T lie in J2Pk and 
T' is a second order semiholonomic connection in P , which we call the Ehresmann 
prolongation of T, [4]. Since Q2P —> QP is an affine bundle, every two second order 
semiholonomic connections E i , E2 in P over the same connection in P define a section 

Ei - E 2 of LP®®T*M. Hence every E G C°°(Q2P) over Y G C°°(QP) can be written 
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as E = r + d with d = E - V G C°°(LP ® ®T*M). This establishes a bijection (cf. 
also Theorem 10 of [18]). 

(4) E = ( r , d ) , E G C ° ° Q 2 P , r G C ° ° Q P , deC°°(LP®®T*M). 

By [6], if U, V G J2P are over the same element of J*P, then Kp(U) — « p ( F ) = 

ex(V -U) e LP®®T*M. It follows from the construction of p ( I \ A), that A = (E, A) 
and E = (T, d) imply A = ( r , A, d) in the sense of Proposition 1. This proves 

P r o p o s i t i o n 3 . If A = ( I \ A, D), then A = ( r , A, ex o D). 

3 . T h e t o r s i o n . The torsion of a connection in WlP was introduced in [8] as 
follows. There is a canonical (R m x g)-valued 1-form 0 on WXP, which general
izes the classical soldering form TPlM —> R m of PlM. This is a pseudotensorial 
1-form with respect to an action / of W^G on R m x g. This action is completely 
described in [12], p. 155. Here we need only the fact that the restriction /o of / to 
Gl

m x i(G) C W^G is the sum of the standard action of Gl
m on R m and of the adjoint 

action of G on g. 

Def in i t ion 2 . The torsion of a connection A on WlP is the covariant exterior dif
ferential C/AO. 

Consider the associated vector bundle E = W 1 P [ R m x </,/]. By Proposition 11.14 
of [12], d&® can be interpreted as an E-valued 2-form on M. If we replace WlP by 
its reduction R(T), T = P2--V then i?(r)[Rm x g, Z0]-valued 2-forms on M are identified 
with sections of (TM xM LP) ® A2T*M. In this sense we shall write d&O : M —> 
(TM xMLP)®A2T*M. 

On the other hand, the torsion of a classical connection A in PXM is A — A. To 
deduce a similar result for connections in W 1 P , we are going to express d&® in terms 
of the so-called difference tensor of a semiholonomic 2-jet. By definition, the restriction 
AR of A to R(T) = PlMxMP is a map A R : PlM xMP -> JlPlMxMJ2P. There 
is a canonical identification J1P1M « P2M, where P2M is the space of all second 
order semiholonomic frames on M , [13]. Hence we can write A # : PlM xM P —• 
P2M xM J2P. Note that this map was referred to as the total reduction of A in the 
groupoid languages of [19], Proposition 2. 

In general, the difference tensor S(U) of a semiholonomic 2-jet U is the difference 
U — «(£/"), [6], [15]. In our case, the composition 6 o A # is identified with a section 
M -> (TM xM LP) ® A2T*M. By Proposition 5 from [9] we have 

(5) dAe = 6oAR. 

The difference of two arbitrary connections in WlP is a section of LWlP ® T*M. In 
general, LWl P is a fiber bundle associated to WXP. In the case of A and A we replace 
WlP by -R(r) as in our approach to d&®. Then comparison of (5) with Definition 1 
yields 
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Propos i t ion 4 . The torsion of A coincides with A — A. 

The second principal prolongation W2P of P equals P2M XM J2P- This defines 
an inclusion W2P C JlPxM XM J2P- The result below, obtained in [1] by means of 
a more involved approach via structure equations, follows then directly from (5). 

Corollary 1. d&& = 0 iff the values of AR lie in W2P. 

Thus A H is torsion-free iff, in the language of [19], it has a holonomic total re
duction. A similar result for connections in the r-th order frame bundle PrM can be 
found in [11]. 

4. Gauge-natural operators . The theory of gauge-natural bundles and gauge-
natural operators was established by D. J. Eck in [2]. Gauge-natural operators be
tween two gauge-natural bundles can be identified with the corresponding geometric 
operators [12]. The p(T, A) constructed above is such a gauge-natural operator trans
forming a connection in P and a connection in PlM into a connection in WlP. So 
we find it instructive to determine all gauge-natural operators of this type. For the 
particular case of G = GL(n,R) this problem was solved in [10]. 

Proposition 6 of [10] demonstrates that the torsion of A gives rise to several op
erators, which are of secondary geometric importance. Therefore we shall restrict 
ourselves to the case when A is a symmetric connection..Let QTPlM denote the 
bundle of the linear symmetric connections on M, [12]. 

Since the difference of two connections in WXP is a section of LWlP ®T*M and 
we know one operator p(T, A), our problem is to find all gauge-natural tensor fields of 
type LWlP ® T*M. We shall see that the values of all of them lie in the subbundle 

2 

LP ® ®T*M. So let us start with the description of some simple operators of this 
2 

type. The curvature C ( r ) of T is an (antisymmetric) section of LP ® ®T*M. Let 
Z C L(g,g) be the subspace of all linear maps commuting with the adjoint action of 
G. Since every z G Z is an equivariant map between the standard fibers, it induces 
a vector bundle morphism zp : LP —> LP. Hence one can construct a modified 
curvature operator C(T)(z) = (zp ® id) o C(T), [12]. On the other hand, by Example 
28.7 of [12], all natural operators C°°(QTP1M) -+ C°°(T*M ® T*M) are linearly 
generated by two contractions i?i(A) = (R^ij) and R2(A.) = (R^j) of the curvature 
tensor (RXjki) of A. Let S C g be the subspace of all vectors invariant with respect 
to the adjoint action. Since A G S is an invariant element of the standard fiber, it 
determines a section Ap of LP. 

Propos i t ion 5. All gauge-natural operators from C°°(QP) x C°°(QTPlM) to 
C°°(QWlP) are of the form 

(6) p ( r , A) + C(T)(z) + AP® iJi(A) + BP® R2(A) 

for allz G Z and allA,Be S. 

Proof. This is heavily based on procedures developed in [12]. By Propositions 23.5 
and 51.16 of [12], every gauge-natural operator D of our type has finite order. Fix a 
basis ep of g. Let a £ G, and let a*, a? be the coordinates in W^G in the sense of [12], 
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p. 399, and let (aj,aj f c) be the standard coordinates in the second order jet group 
Gm of dimension m. Denote by Tp the corresponding coordinates in the standard 
fiber of QP and by A)k = Aj^ the canonical coordinates in the standard fiber of 
QTPlM. Let D)k, Dp, Dp-k be the coordinate components of D. First one deduces 
that p\D(T,A) = A. By the homogeneous function theorem ([12], p. 213), Dl-k is 
linear in both A'^ and Tp. If one applies the invariant tensor theorem ([12], p. 214), 
to the part linear in Tp, one obtains 

0j.t = 6-*jrj + c.4r?, b„ Cp€R. 

Equivariance on g ® R™ C WmG yields bp8)ap
k + cpS

l
ka

p- = 0, which implies 

bp = 0 = cp. Then D)k = A)k by Remark 25.3 of [12]. 

Analogously one finds p2D(T, A) = T. Indeed, by the homogeneous function the

orem, Dp is linear in both Ax-k and Tp. Let us consider the part linear in A'fc. By 

the invariant tensor theorem we have Dp = fAj,-. Equivariance with respect to Gm 

yields ^ a j - = 0, i.e. \? = 0. Thus for a fixed p we have Dp = bTp and equivariance 

on g ® R m yields 6rf + a? = b(T? + aj) . This implies 6 = 1. 
2 

Hence the difference D(T, A)—p(r, A) is a gauge-natural section of LP®®T*M. Let 
TPj, or A'fcj be the additional coordinates on the standard fiber of JlQP or J1QTP1M, 
respectively. By the homogeneous function theorem, Dp- is quadratic in Al-k, linear 
in Al-kl, quadratic in Tp, linear in Tp- and bilinear in A'^ and Tp. Equivariance on 
g ® R m and on the kernel of the jet projection Gm —* Gm implies that the expression 
bilinear in A ^ and Tf vanishes. By Example 28.7 of [12], the terms in A ^ , Ax-kl are 
of the form 

D?j = bpH1+cpR2, V>, cp eR. 

Equivariance on G C WmG implies that both ( f ) and (cp) are Ad-invariant elements 
of g. The part in Tp, Tp, corresponds to a gauge-natural operator of the curvature type. 
By Proposition 52.5 of [12], all such operators are the modified curvature operators. 
• 
5. T h e flow p r o l o n g a t i o n . We present another simple construction transforming a 
connection r in P and a connection A in PlM into a connection W 1 ( r , A) in WlP. 
It is based on a general idea from Section 45 of [12]. Let X be a vector field on M and 
let TX be its T-lift on P. Since W1 is a functor on the category of G-bundles with 
77i-dimensional bases and local isomorphisms, we have the situation of 45.3 in [12]. In 
particular, the flow prolongation Wl(TX) of the vector field TX is a vector field on 
WXP, and it gives rise to a bundle map W\T) : WlP x M JlTM -> TWXP. The 
connection A can be interpreted as a map A : TM —• JlTM. By Proposition 45.6 of 
[12], W ^ r ) o (id xM A) : WlP x M TM -> TWlP is the lifting map of a connection 
Wl(T, A) in W1 P. 

If A is symmetric, then W 1 ( r , A) belongs to the list (6). Hence the difference 
p(T, A) — W 1 ( r , A) must be one of the tensor fields from (6). Since our construction 
is independent of the structure group, Proposition 5 suggests that it is a constant 
multiple of C(T). A further analysis, which involves the case of arbitrary A, leads to 
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the following assertion, the proof of which will be given at the end of Section 7, since 
it is based on some additional geometric results. 

Propos i t ion 6. p(T, A) - W\T, A) = C(T). 

6. Induced connect ions . In an arbitrary fibered manifold Y —• M a general con
nection is defined as a section T : F —> JlY. In particular, if Y = P(M,G) is a 
principal bundle and T is right-invariant, we refer to T as a principal connection. 

Let F be a left G-space and P[F] be the fiber bundle associated to P with standard 
fiber F. Every principal connection T in P induces a general connection T[F] in P[F] 
as follows. Every element y G P[F] is an equivalence class y = {v,a}, v G P , a G F. 
It T(v) = j\cr, where ex is a local section of P , put 

(7) T[F}(y) = jl{<r,a}. 

T[F is well defined since T is right-invariant. 
A general connection T in Y —> M together with a linear connection A : TM —> 

JlTM induce a connection Jl(T, A) in JlY —» M analogously to Section 5 as follows. 
Every vector field X on M is lifted into a vector field TX on Y. The flow prolongation 
J1(TX) of such a vector field gives rise to a map Jl(T) : JlY x M JlTM -> TJlY. 
Then J*(T) o (id x M A) : JlY x M T M -+ TJXY is the lifting map of a general 
connection ^ ( r , A) in JlY -> M. 

If E = P[P] is a fiber bundle associated to P , then its first jet prolongation is a fiber 
bundle associated to WlP with standard fiber T^F = J^(Rm,F) (see [12], p . 152). 
Hence every principal connection A in WlP induces a connection A[T^F] in J 1 E. 
In particular, if T is a principal connection in P , then WX(T, A)[T^F] is a general 
connection in JlE. On the other band, also 1 7 1 ( r [F] ,A) is a general connection in 
JlE. 

Propos i t ion 7. W1(T,A)[T^nF] = J1(T[F],A). 

Proof. Every a G F defines a map ipa ' P —• E, v i—• {v,a}. Clearly, definition (7) of 
the induced connection is equivalent to the requirement that the vector fields TX and 
T[F](X) be v?a-related for all a G F and all X G C°°TM. By Proposition 15.5 of [12], 
vector fields W\TX) and JX(T[F](X)) are </?A-related for all A G T^F. Therefore 
it suffices to prove that also the vector fields W a ( r , A ) ( X ) and J ^ r f p ] , A)(X) are 
y?A-related for all A G T^F and all X G C°°TM. This implies our claim. Indeed, 
the lifting map of W ! ( r , A ) can be constructed as follows. For every £ G TXM we 
take a vector field X on M such that j\X = A(f). Then the lifts of £ with respect to 
W x ( r , A) coincide with the values of Wl(TX) along W^P. The same is true for the 
lifting map of J\T[F], A). Hence the vector fields W\T, A)(X) and J\T[F],A)(X) 
are (^-related. • 

There is another construction transforming a general connection r in Y —» M and 
a linear connection A : TM —> JlTM into a connection P ( r , A) in J 2 y —• M , see 
45.7 of [12]. Since JlY —» Y is an affine bundle with the modelling vector bundle 
VY ® T*M, where VK is the vertical tangent bundle of Y, T : Y -+ JXY defines an 
identification ip '• JlY & VY®T*M. The connection T in Y gives rise to a connection 
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V r in VY —> M, which is linear over Y (see [12], p. 225). Hence one can construct 
the tensor product VT ® A* with the dual connection A* on T*M. The identification 
IT transforms VT ® A* into a connection P ( r , A) in J1Y —> M. 

In particular, let T be a principal connection in P(M, G), A a principal connection 
in PlM and F a left G-space. On one hand, we have the connection p(T, A) in WlP 
and the induced connection p(T,A)[TmF] in JlE, E = P[F]. On the other hand, we 
can construct P(T[P] , A). The following claim is analogous to Proposition 7. 

Propos i t ion 8. p(T,A)[TmF] = P(T[F], A). 

Proof Let / : G x F -+ F be the left action of G on F. By Theorem 10.18 of [12], 
VE is a fiber bundle associated to P with standard fiber TF with respect to the 
action Til : G x TF -4 T P , where T2 is the second partial tangent functor. Since 
R(T) is a reduction of WlP, we may consider JlE as a fiber bundle associated to 
R(T) = P 1 M x M P- Following the definition of p ( r , A) we have to prove that P ( r , A) 
is the connection induced from AxT. We have TmF = TF®Rm*. The restricted action 
of Gl

m x i(G) on TmF identifies the associated bundle R(T)[TmF] with VE ® T*M. 
One verifies easily that this is the identification of JXE with VE ®T*M which is 
determined by T[F], The result follows then from the simple fact that a connection 
A x T induces the connection V(r[P]) ® A* in VE ® T*M. • 

We are now in position to prove Proposition 6. From the formulae on p. 366 in 
[12] it follows that P ( r [ P ] , A) - Jl(T[F], A) is the pullback of the curvature C ( r ) to 
the pullback of VY over JlY. Consider the special case F = G. Then the difference 
p(T, A) - W 1 ( r , A) is projected onto P( r [G] , A) - J\T[G], A). This implies p ( r , A) -
Wl(T,A) = C(T). 
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